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We analyze the phenomenon of back hopping in spin-torque induced switching of the magnetization in
perpendicularly magnetized tunnel junctions. The analysis is based on single-shot time-resolved conductance
measurements of the pulse-induced back hopping. Studying several material variants reveals that the back
hopping is a feature of the nominally fixed system of the tunnel junction. The back hopping is found to proceed
by two sequential switching events that lead to a final state P′ of conductance close to—but distinct from—that of
the conventional parallel state. The P′ state does not exist at remanence. It generally relaxes to the conventional
antiparallel state if the current is removed. The P′ state involves a switching of the sole spin-polarizing part of
the fixed layers. The analysis of literature indicates that back hopping occurs only when the spin-polarizing layer
is too weakly coupled to the rest of the fixed system, which justifies a posteriori the mitigation strategies of back
hopping that were implemented empirically in spin-transfer-torque magnetic random access memories.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The mechanism of magnetization switching is a central
problem of the magnetism community. Its understanding in
nanosized ultrathin systems has become of practical inter-
est thanks to the emergence of spin transfer torque (STT)
magnetic random access memories (STT-MRAM) [1]. This
technology is based on magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJ) con-
sisting of a so-called free layer (FL) whose magnetization
can be switched through the transfer of spins from—or to—a
complex stack made of a succession of layers with nominally
fixed magnetizations. The MTJ resistance is most often low
(respectively, high) in the so-called Parallel (P) (respectively,
antiparallel, AP) when the FL magnetization is parallel (re-
spectively, antiparallel) to that of the closest layer of the fixed
system. In addition to its fundamental interest, understanding
how reliably and fast STT can set the resistance state of
an MTJ is of critical importance [2] for magnetic memory
technologies.

A major obstacle to reliable and fast STT-induced switch-
ing is a counterintuitive phenomenon: the back hopping [3]
(BH). We generally expect that the switching probability
should always increase with the applied voltage. However the
contrary can sometimes occur: in many instances, the MTJ
resistance can back-hop to its original state after the apparent
successful switching of the FL magnetization [3,4]. In the
initial experiments done on in-plane magnetized junctions, the
BH was much more severe for the AP to P transition. As this
corresponds to when the electrons tunnel into the FL, it was
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conjectured [4] to result from hot-electron processes altering
the STT inside the FL. This idea of a transport-based origin
of BH was rationalized later by Skowroński et al. [5,6]. They
proposed that the BH could result from a combination of the
Slonczewski torque and of the field-like spin-torque acting on
the free layer at high bias [7]. Theodonis et al. indeed showed
[8] that in some MTJs there is a reversal of the sign of the
Slonczewski torque at large voltage bias, potentially inducing
the back reversal of the free layer, especially if complemented
by potentially existing field-like torque. Till then, the BH
phenomenon was tacitly believed [3–6] to be a consequence
of the sole FL dynamics.

An alternative explanation was proposed more recently
from time-resolved characterizations [9,10] or short pulse-
induced characterizations [2] of the BH phenomenon on
systems with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA).
These measurements suggested that the BH was a dynamical
process involving magnetic configurations in which the mag-
netizations of the fixed layers were also destabilized at high
voltage biases. If the voltage was switched off while part of
the fixed layers is in an unconventional state (i.e., with a layer
magnetized in a direction distinct from the nominal design),
the device could relax to the nontargeted state, yielding a high
write error rate. The conclusion was that it was not legitimate
to neglect the spin-torque acting on the fixed layers. This
was modeled soon after by Abert et al. [11] who developed
a spin-diffusion model to enable an accurate description of
the torques in a simplified MTJ. With these accurate torques,
high bias was predicted to lead to undesired switching of the
fixed layer, which then induces fast perpetual cyclic switching
of both the FL and pinned layers, as indeed compatible with
some experimental observations [12].
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FIG. 1. Nominal sample compositions and definition of the mag-
netization configurations. (a) Full MTJ stack with a high volume low
moment free layer. The vertical arrows sketch the magnetizations
of the different functional magnetic blocks within the full stack.
(b) Hybrid free layer with W interlayer. (c) Hybrid free layer with
Ta interlayer. (d) Dual MgO free layer.

This survey of the studies of back hopping indicates two
proposed origins of the phenomenon: the bias dependence
of the torques acting on the FL [4–6], or the dynamics of
the reference layer [9–12]. In this work, we discriminate
between these two scenarios by measuring in a single-shot
time-resolved manner the BH in several MTJs having different
FLs but sharing a fixed system with layers of identical nominal
compositions. The time resolution allows to identify the inter-
mediate states during the BH. We find in particular that the BH
proceeds by two successive switching steps leading to a final
state of conductance close to—but distinct from—that of the
P state. We show that this P′ state involves a switching of the
sole spin-polarizing part of the fixed layers, and it occurs when
the spin-polarizing layer is too weakly coupled to the rest of
the fixed system. This sheds light onto the mitigation strate-
gies of BH to implement in advanced STT-MRAM stacks with
minimal high bias write error rates.

II. SAMPLES AND METHODS

Over the years, different generations of PMA-MTJ stacks
of been studied: some showed clear BH [9,10,13], some others
did not [14–17]. Since our objective is to understand the phe-
nomenon of BH, we have selected the MTJ stacks where BH
is clearly happening. We thus consider the top-pinned MTJs
sketched in Fig. 1, deposited by physical vapor deposition and
then annealed at 300◦C. The fixed system above the MgO
tunnel oxide is common to all samples. From bottom to top,
the fixed system comprises a FeCoB 11 Å spin-polarizing
layer (SPL) with body-centered cubic (bcc) structure. It is fer-
romagnetically coupled to a Co 12-Å reference layer (RL) of
face-centered cubic (fcc) structure through the W 3-Å texture-
transition layer. The RL is coupled antiferromagnetically to a
high anisotropy fcc [Co/Pt] hard multilayer (HL) through a
Ru spacer.

Within these MTJs, all FL always have at least 8 Å of
FeCoB in contact with the MgO tunnel oxide to warrant a

FIG. 2. Hysteresis loops of the resistance versus applied dc volt-
age for a 150 nm diameter MTJ with a high volume low moment
free layer. The applied temperatures are (a) 300, (b) 350, (c) 400,
and (d) 450 K. The labels P, AP, and P′ define the resistance of the
parallel, antiparallel, and parallel prime states.

decent TMR, typically around 80% depending on the devices.
We have then varied the other parts of the FL to cover material
options leading most probably to substantially different bias
dependences of the spin-torques acting on the FL. The stan-
dard FL is a dual-MgO FL [Fig. 1(d)] with full bcc character.
We study also high anisotropy versions of the FL, in which
interface anisotropies from Co/Pt interfaces are harnessed
at the cost of bcc-to-fcc texture transition layers [W or Ta,
Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)] at the midst of the FL. We finally also
consider a proprietary high volume low moment free layer that
shows higher thermal stability and better immunity to the stray
fields emanating from the fixed system [Fig. 1(a)]. In this case,
the offset field vanishes and the device coercivity is typically
160–180 mT within a square loop with magneto-resistance
ratio of 70%–80%.

Although the 4 MTJ have nominally identical tunnel barri-
ers and nearby electrodes, the tiny differences in the material
growth affect the resistance-area products that range from 7.8
(dual MgO FL), 9.6 (high volume low moment FL), 14.6
(Ta spacer FL) to 19.9 �μm2 (W spacer FL). Each MTJ
was patterned into disk-shaped devices of various diameters.
During the resistance versus dc voltage loops (Fig. 2) at el-
evated temperatures, the back-side of the samples are held
at the nominal constant “applied” temperature thanks to a
cold-finger cryostat, while the top surface of the sample is held
in vacuum but in radiative equilibrium with a distant thermal
screen held at the nominal “applied” temperature.

The devices with 60–80 nm diameter appear to be the
most adequate for BH studies: they are wide enough to pass
the large currents needed for precise electrical measurements
and they are found empirically small enough not to exhibit
the complexity associated with domain wall pinning during
magnetization reversal.

III. RESULTS

The quasistatic consequence of BH is best illustrated in
resistance versus voltage loops, as in the example of high
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volume low moment FL devices in Fig. 2. When staying below
±600 mV at room temperature, the devices simply switch
back and forth between the P and AP states, thereby form-
ing a conventional STT loop. Higher dc voltage—sometimes
damaging the devices—are needed to reveal the BH at room
temperature. Alternatively, BH can also be revealed by heat-
ing the devices [Figs. 2(b)–2(d)] to reduce all the switching
thresholds and place them at safe voltage levels. Above 350 K,
a new state appears at positive bias. It is visited in an hysteretic
manner for the high volume low moment FL [see arrows in
Fig. 2(c)] and for the Ta-based hybrid FL. For the W-based
hybrid free layer and the dual MgO FL, the P′ state is obtained
in an anhysteretic manner, which looks abrupt and reversible
at the quasistatic timescale of the R(V ) loops. We shall refer
to this new state as the P′ state as its resistance is close to that
of the remanent P state. Note that even if the resistance of the
P state is almost independent from the temperature (we have
indeed R450 K

P = R300 K
P /0.982 at Vapplied = 0) and much less

dependent on the bias voltage than the AP state (see Fig. 2),
the STT loops are not sufficient to determine whether the P
and P′ states differ or not. They might have been confused in
some earlier studies.

Provided specific precautions are taken, the time-resolved
data are adequate to demonstrate that P and P′ are different
states. We have therefore built the following setup. We apply
voltage steps to the MTJ from fast-rising home-designed
generators. The voltage step arriving at the device had a
rise time of 18 ps [Figs. 3 and 4(e)] or 1.1 ns (Fig. 4). We
heavily attenuate the output of the generators to match them
and cancel their electrical reflections that would otherwise
form echos at the device and generate multistep stimuli. We
record the current passing through the MTJ using a high
bandwidth oscilloscope. When high resolution is needed,
we add amplifiers that are placed after long electrical delays
that postpone triple-transit echoes to out of the measurement
time-window. The finite electrical bandwidth of the device,
of the amplifiers and the dispersive loss of the delaying
cables degrade the rise time of the transmitted current, which
increases up to 120 ps in the best case. The conductance
is calculated as the current/voltage ratio and therefore can
only be displayed for finite voltage, i.e., after the onset of
the voltage step. To avoid degraded signal-to-noise ratio and
to circumvent the voltage-dependence of the conductance,
we are only displaying the conductance when the voltage
has reached a perfectly constant plateau, i.e., 300 ps after
the pulse onset. Note that the device impedance is much
greater than the characteristic impedance of its surroundings,
such that changes in the device resistance do not change
the applied voltage. The time-resolved conductance curves
(Fig. 3) after the first 300 ps are thus illustrative of the device
dynamics at strictly constant applied voltage.

The device temperature deserves a comment. The current-
induced Joule heating of the device is known [18] to lead to
a temperature increase �T that completes within a poorly-
known thermalization time τth that can be between slightly
less than a nanosecond and up to at most 10 ns. �T de-
pends on the Joule power density V 2

applied/RA, being typically
[18–20] 2–4 K per mW/μm2. With our parameters at 0.7 V
(Fig. 3), this means that the temperature rise in a steady P
state would be 100 to 200 K and 50 to 100 K in a steady

FIG. 3. Anthology of the back hopping phenomenon in a 78-nm
diameter MTJ with a high volume low moment free layer. The time-
resolved curves show the conductance of the MTJ in response to
voltage steps with constant plateaus. The smooth lines are fits with
sums of error functions forced to match the resistance of the P, AP,
and P′ states. (a) Representative single shot response with 3 GHz
bandwidth with the definition of the P → AP and AP → P′ switch-
ing times and their transition times τPAP and τAPP′ . (b) Randomly
selected responses recorded with a larger (16.8 GHz) bandwidth.
(c) Averaging of (b) over 512 events. (d) Randomly selected single
shot responses recorded with 3 GHz bandwidth at a lower applied
voltage. Note the transient existence of a noisy state (labeled “dyn.”)
of intermediate conductance.

AP state. If the thermalization time τth was shorter than the
switching durations, then the magnetization switching events
could be considered to result in almost coincidental changes
in the device temperature, including an instantaneous de-
vice cooling at the P → AP transition. However τth is not
sufficiently known, such that the time-resolved conductance
curves (Fig. 3) should be considered as illustrative of both
the magnetization dynamics and the temperature dynamics.
The noticeable exceptions is when the device is close to the P
state because the conductance of this state is almost tempera-
ture independent (see Fig. 2).

This important statement being said, let’s analyze the time-
resolved conductance signature of BH. The BH proceeds in a
sequence of five steps. Once the applied voltage has reached
its plateau, the P state (i) first stays constant and quiet during
an incubation delay that lasts for a few ns, (ii) then some
weak amplitude pre-dynamics occurs and lets the conductance
decrease below that of P before (iii) the P → AP transition
proceeds at a time t = tPAP with a transition lasting typically
τPAP. (iv) No specific feature is observed in the AP state, which
looks microwave quiet. Finally, (v) it takes τAPP′ for the device
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FIG. 4. Time-resolved back hopping in 90 nm disks made from
the MTJs of Fig. 1. (a) absence of BH at low voltage, (b) delayed BH
(arrow), and (c) faster BH in MTJs with high volume low moment
FL. (d) BH in MTJ formed from a Ta-based hybrid FL. [(e) and (f)]
Ibidem for an MTJ with a dual MgO FL and with a W-based hybrid
free layer. In the sole (e) case, the in-current state sometimes relaxes
to P instead of AP when the current is removed.

to switch to the P′ state; this last step happens tAPP′ after the
settling of the AP state [see Fig. 3(a)]. The single-shot curves
[Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)] as well as the lower-noise event-averaged
curves (c) for the high volume-FL samples reveal that RP′ =
RP/0.978 at the same Vapplied = 0.7 V. As discussed above,
this difference cannot be accounted for by Joule heating. This
proves that P and P′ are different states.

We stress that despite the clear stochasticity of the BH
process, it always proceeds through the same sequence: there
is often some pre-dynamics perceivable before the P → AP
switching; a genuine AP state is visited in 99% of the BH
events before the system leaves it. The remaining 1% cases
(not shown) correspond to when the AP → P′ transition be-
gins soon after the P → AP has started but before it is
completed: it means that the AP → P′ transition starts to
incubate as soon as a nonempty part of the FL has switched in
a locally AP configuration. We have fitted the time-resolved
conductance curves to combinations of error functions (i.e.,
of the form ERF(t − ti )/τi with i ∈ {PAP, APP′}) to extract
the characteristic switching and transition times of the BH
sequence (ERF functions were found empirically to resemble
most switching curves). The two transition times τPAP and
τAPP′ are Gaussianly distributed around mean values of 2.1

and 2.5 ns with standard deviations being 0.58 and 0.65 ns.
Comparatively, the switching times tPAP and tAPP′ are less
stochastic with mean values of 9.9 and 8.8 ns and standard
deviations of 1.9 and 2.0 ns. The distributions of tPAP and
tAPP′ are also rather symmetric, such that the event-averaged
conductance curves can be fitted also [Fig. 3(c)] with the mean
values of the switching times (9.9 and 8.8 ns). The widths
of the so-fitted ERF functions are consistent with the square
sum rules of the transition times and of the standard devia-
tions of the switching times. Note that the pre-dynamics is
still perceivable even after the averaging, which reflects that
despite its high degree of stochasticity, the slight conductance
increase before the onset of switching is at least often (if
not systematically) happening. It is important to mention that
the pre-dynamics, the distributions of switching times and of
transition times of the P → AP and AP → P′ are very similar
in the back hopping-free AP → P transition happening at neg-
ative voltage (not shown): they all reflect spin-torque induced
switching events.

Note also the AP conductance level is not reached in the
event-averaged curves only because the distribution of tPAP

and of tPAP + tAPP′ − 1
2τPAP have some overlap. If the voltage

step is reduced, the BH sequence gets not only less probable
and slower but also surprisingly more complex. An additional
state, labeled as “dyn” in Fig. 3(d), gets often detectable as
a very microwave-noisy state of conductance intermediate
between AP and P. This dynamical state either appears tran-
siently in the BH path from AP → dyn → P′, or in a AP →
dyn → AP failed switching attempt; or in any combination of
these paths that terminates on P′.

So far we have described in detail the BH in the specific
case of MTJs made with a high volume low moment FL. In
fact the P → AP → P′ main features of BH are preserved in
all the MTJs that posses the fixed system depicted in Fig. 1.
The similarity is illustrated in the stack-to-stack comparison
of BH curves in Fig. 4. When the fixed system is grown on
a Ta-based hybrid free layer, the BH essentially ressembles
that described in detail in the high volume low moment-FL
MTJ. When the fixed system is grown on a W-based hybrid
FL the P′ state does not seem to be very stable: transient
spikes of resistance are detected in the P′ state [Fig. 4(f)]. This
apparent instability of the P′ state is even more pronounced
when the MTJ fixed system is grown on the dual MgO FL, and
in this case, the noisy state relaxes to P instead of AP, with a
measurable probability of 3#/200#. We remind that for these
two samples the AP-P′ transition was appearing as reversible
(anhysteretic) in quasi-static STT loops.

IV. DISCUSSION

Before discussing them, let us summarize our experimental
findings. The BH proceeds in two sequential switching events
P → AP and AP → P′ that can happen at the same voltage.
The P′ state does not exist at remanence: its generally relaxes
to AP when the current is stopped. Depending on the growth
conditions of the fixed system, the P′ state can either be
microwave quiet with a resistance slightly higher than P, or
it can show a tendency for dynamic instability.
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TABLE I. Review of the studies of STT-switching in PMA-MTJs in which the full stack details is disclosed and the back hopping is
commented on. †: The data from Ref. [23], originally calculated for 9 Å of CoFeB under a current density of 1011 A/m2 were rescaled to our
case of 11 Å. ‡: this number is for a CoFeB/W/[Ni 6 A/Co3 Å]×4.

Texture-breaker layer Ta W theoretical TaFeCoB WFeCoB

Thickness and annealing 3 Å, 300 ◦C 3 Å, 300 ◦C ferrocoupler 8 Å, 300 ◦C 8 Å, 400 ◦C
RL-SPL exchange coupling (mJ/m2) 0.07 [13], 0.21 [21], 0.37 [22] 0.22 [13] ‡ J0 = 0.33 [23] † J � 1 [15] J > 1 [17]
back hopping is reported yes [9,22] yes this work yes if J < J0, no if J > J0 no [24] no [17,24]

A. Identity of the P′ state of the back hopping

Two scenarios were proposed in the past to explain the
BH phenomenon. The scenario proposed in Refs. [5,6] was
based on a bias-dependent sign reversal of the STT acting
on the FL: at low positive bias the STT would induce the
desired P → AP transition, while at large bias the sign of
STT would reverse and induce the undesired AP → P back
transition with the possible assistance of some fieldlike torque.
There was no P′ state in that proposed scenario. Our results
show that P → AP and AP → P′ happen sequentially at the
same voltage bias. The spin polarization transferred from a
fixed SPL to the FL can obviously not be first positive then
negative a few ns after at the same voltage; we conclude that
the BH observed in our study is not the switching back of
the free layer that would result from an hypothetical strongly
anomalous bias dependence of the STT.

We therefore turn to the second proposed scenario [2,9–
11], which suggested that some “subsystem” within the
fixed layers system is destabilized by STT once the FL has
switched. This subsystem affects the MTJ resistance and must
thus include a switching of at least the SPL. The switching
sub-system can thus either be (i) the whole fixed system, i.e.,
a rigidly bound {SPL + RL + HL} ensemble; (ii) a rigidly
bound {SPL + RL} ensemble, or (iii) the sole SPL.

The first option can be straightforwardly ruled out since
a fully switched fixed system would not reswitch back upon
current reduction in the R(V) loops. Such a state would also
be immediately evidenced as a subsequent change of the R(H)
minor loop, which is not observed. The second and third
options are both conceivable since the antiferromagnetic (re-
spectively ferromagnetic) coupling through Ru (respectively,
W) could cause the {SPL + RL} ensemble (respectively, the
sole SPL) to switch back upon current reduction. We believe
that the last option is the most likely: indeed the weak link
within the fixed system is the texture-breaker ferro-coupling
layer (W 3 Å in our case): the interlayer exchange coupling
through W (JW = 0.22 mJ/m2, see Table I) is much weaker
than through an 8.5 Å Ru layer annealed at 300 ◦C, which
typically [22] amounts to JRu = −1.3 mJ/m2.

We thus conjecture that the P′ state corresponds to a mod-
ified AP state in which the magnetization of the sole SPL is
reversed [see the arrows in Fig. 1]. We believe that the resis-
tance of the P′ state is higher than that of the P state simply
because the depth of the zones with magnetization parallel to
the FL within the fixed system are different: only 11 Å for P′
versus 11 + 3 + 6 Å for P. It is indeed known [25] that 17 Å
of FeCoB is needed to asymptotically reach the full TMR
potential of a reference layer. For the same reason, we expect

the spin polarization of the current emanating from the P′ state
to be reduced. This comment will have its importance later.

B. Role of the different magnetic properties
in the back hopping process

Our conjecture that the P′ state arises from the switching
of the sole spin-polarizing CoFeB 11 Å SPL layer is also sup-
ported by a careful analysis of the reports on BH along the his-
torical evolution of STT-MRAM in the recent years. Our point
is the following: insufficient stability within the fixed system
was identified as a major stack deficiency in the years 2013-
2016, which triggered searches for higher anisotropy and
higher coupling within the fixed system. Higher anisotropy
was achieved by passing from Co/Pd multilayers [26,27] to
Co/Ni [28] and finally ubiquitously to Co/Pt. Higher cou-
pling was achieved by changing the antiferrocoupler from Ru
8.5 Å to Ru 4 Å [29] and finally Ir 5.2 Å [24], but also by
thinning the RL [28] to increase its pinning field. However
these material optimizations stabilized the RL but not the SPL
and were not reported to solve the BH problem.

Looking back at history (Table I), it appears that solving
the BH problem was obtained by progresses in the texture-
transition layer that was changed successively from ultrathin
(3 Å) Ta to W, then to alloys of refractory metals and magnetic
metals [30], e.g., TaFeCoB and WFeCoB in which the almost
ferromagnetic character enabled a much higher exchange cou-
pling, as well as [29,31,32] an increase of anisotropy in the
case of W-based alloys. Both TaFeCoB and WFeCoB spacers
appeared to suppress BH, in addition to providing a larger
process window (6 to 8 Å of thickness instead of 3).

Note that in a different context, E. Liu et al. [23] performed
a micromagnetic study to determine how much ferromagnetic
interlayer coupling would be needed to maintain the parallel
alignement of two PMA ferromagnets when the top one is
subjected to STT. E. Liu et al. concluded that for a current
density of 1011 A/m2, a coupling larger than 0.27 mJ/m2 was
needed to lock a top-positioned CoFeB 9 Å layer parallel to
the other one. This value, when renormalized to the thick-
ness of our SPL to achieve the same exchange field, nicely
fits in between the situations in which BH was or was not
experimentally observed (see Table I). This comforts us in the
conjecture that BH is due to the undesired switching of the
sole SPL.

C. Link between dynamical back hopping and write error rate

Let us comment on the link between back hopping and
write error rate. The degree of stability of the P′ state
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determines whether an MTJ stays in this state when the volt-
age is let applied. If P′ is not sufficiently stable, there can be a
subsequent evolution after the P → AP → P′ steps: the STT
could destabilize the FL of the P′ state and switch the MTJ to
an hypothetical AP′ state [see Fig. 1(a)]. Then the STT acting
on the SPL would easily switch the SPL so that the MTJ would
recover the true P state, forming a cycle that can start anew and
continue indefinitely.

In this configuration, write errors are expected since the
state obtained after current removal is determined by where
the system is positioned in the perpetual sequence [P →
AP → P′ → AP′ → P]×∞ when the current is switched off
(this was also concluded in Ref. [2] from other arguments).
We believe that the P′ → AP′ is not likely to happen in our
samples simply because the {SPL + RL} ensemble is a poor
spin-polarizer when in the P′ state, so that it does not easily
trigger the switching of the FL to the hypothetical AP′ state;
the {SPL + RL} ensemble in the P′ state is likely a poor spin
polarizer for the same reason that it had a resistance greater
than P: the magnetizations are the SPL and of the RL being
antiparallel, the SPL polarizes the current less efficiently. The
apparent noise in the P′ states of the dual MgO FL and the
W-spacer based FL [Figs. 4(e) and 4(f)] might be reminiscent
of most often failing P′ → AP′ switching attempts. Indeed the
appearance of a strong apparent noise in the in-current state
correlates with the onset of a nonvanishing write error rate
(1.5%) measured at the highest voltage on the dual MgO FL
samples.

As a side remark, we would like to mention that a mirror
back hopping scenario can be envisioned for the AP → P
transition, by following the sequence [AP → P → AP′ →
P′ → AP]×∞. We do not observe this scenario with the
present samples at zero field, but this can be conjectured to
happen from the shape of the R(V) loops when applying a
field assistance to destabilize deliberately the SPL [2,33].

D. Material options of the mitigation of the back hopping

This understanding of the BH phenomenon can be used to
define material improvements that would minimize high bias
write error rates. Although BH stems from a failure of the SPL
to keep a fixed magnetization, the improvements can involve
both the fixed system and the free layer system.

Within the fixed system, three directions can be followed:
the strengthening of the SPL by a strong exchange coupling
with the RL, the strengthening of the SPL by a maximization
of its anisotropy, and the minimization of the SPL susceptibil-
ity to STT by an increase of its Gilbert damping. These three

points argue for the insertion of a WCoFeB-based texture
transition layers at the SPL-RL interface, which seems to
effectively mitigate the back hopping issue [24].

Within the FL, the rational for material optimization could
be the following. The desired transition (i.e., P → AP at
Vapp > 0) is induced by STT acting on the FL which—
provided separability applies (see Ref. [34], Sec. IV–results
from the spin polarization of the SPL. Conversely, the unde-
sired transition (i.e., AP → P′ at Vapp > 0) responsible for BH
is induced by STT acting on the SPL resulting from the spin
polarization of the FL (provided once again that separability
applies). To mitigate back hopping, one could thus think of
designing the FL to reduce the spin-polarization of its outgo-
ing tunneling electrons, for instance by tuning the spacer layer
inserted at the midst of the free layer.

V. CONCLUSION

We have studied of the phenomenon of back hopping in the
spin-torque switching in perpendicularly magnetized tunnel
junctions. Our analysis relies on single-shot time-resolved
conductance measurements of the voltage-pulse-induced back
hopping in various tunnel junctions sharing a common fixed
system. The back hopping is found to proceed by two se-
quential switching events P → AP and AP → P′ that occur
at the same voltage and lead to a final state P′ of conductance
close to—but distinct from—that of the conventional parallel
state. This rules out back hopping explanations based on the
switching back of the free layer as a result of some anomalous
voltage dependence of the spin torques acting on the free
layer.

The P′ state involves in fact a switching of the sole spin-
polarizing part of the fixed layers. The back hopping occurs
only when the spin-polarizing layer is too weakly coupled
to the rest of the fixed system. We conjecture that the back
hopping can either stop in the P′ state or undergo further
evolutions with a cyclic return to the P state, depending on
the ability of the reference layer to supply enough spin-torque
when in the P′ state. Our results shed light on the mitigation
strategies of back hopping that were implemented empirically
in spin-transfer-torque magnetic random access memories.
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